In this paper we present a detection algorithm of road cracks in several directions and each layer for pavement images in contourlet domain. Firstly, a pavement image is converted to a grey-scale image which is decomposed by using contourlet transform. Then directionality and anisotropy are used to enhance the singular characteristic of the image by expanding all scale detail coefficients to the same size and combining the coefficients. The new approach avoids unreasonable evaluation result of classical unified crack index pavement distress evaluation method based on image tile. Experimental results show that the algorithm proposed in this paper can detect pavement cracks effectively which is not affected by noise.
INTRODUCTION
It is an important technology to process information about pavement distress by using information acquisition system, which combined photography or video technology with image processing and pattern recognition methods. In the assessment of pavement distress, the key problem is how to find and locate the cracks automatically and accurately [1, 2] . Since the damaged road surface imaging is prone to be impacted by factors such as weather, illumination, road surface cleanliness and so on, it' difficult to complete such work. So it is necessary to research enhancement technology on images of road damages in order to improve the accuracy of the extracted cracks, especially to recognize small cracks.
The image enhancement technology is used to strengthen features of cracks and weaken the background and noise of roads. There are some simple methods, such as histogram equalization method, neighborhood average method and median filtering. One can also use fuzzy technology to enhance complex images of road damage [3, 4] . But these spatial filtering methods usually lead to image distortion. That is the reason that image enhancement technology in frequency domain receives attention. For example, wavelet transform provides a powerful tool for image processing. It is more effective to detect road cracks in the wavelet domain than the traditional detection. In reference [5] , Zhang Lei proposed a block-based detection algorithm for road damage in a wavelet domain. The algorithm does not only achieve the stepwise refinement, but also reduces the area of image processing.
However, similar to the Fourier transforms, two-dimensional wavelet transform is just separable extension of one-dimensional transform which leads to the limitation in capturing the geometry of image edges. The main challenge in exploring geometry in images comes from the discrete nature of the data. With the in-depth development of the geometric analysis theory and application, analysis tools such as ridgelet are introduced into applications of the image enhancement. Ridgelet can take full account of the directionality and singularity of image borders and can effectively deal with singular linearity (hyperplane features) in the high dimension [6] [7] . The boundary of the crack line or crack areas in the road damaged images is "singular linear". According to this, Zhang Taiqi etc. [8] proposed an image enhancement algorithm on ridgelet domain which is suitable for detection of crack line of damaged road images. It can be observed that the gray contrast is enhanced obviously between crack line and road background after processed by the enhancement algorithm. However, obvious "block effect" also can be observed when the coefficient is magnified too much in Radon transform domain. Minh N. Do etc. proposed [9] a double filter bank structure, named the pyramidal directional filter bank, by combining the Laplacian pyramid with a directional filter bank. This is a "true" two-dimensional transform that can capture the intrinsic geometrical structure which is important in visual information. Particularly, they constructed a discrete-domain multi-resolution and multi-direction expansion by using nonseparable filter banks, which results in an image expansionusing contour segments, that is the reason named the contourlet transform [9] .
In this paper, contourlet transform is used to detect road cracks on pavement images. Some numerical experiments are shown and demonstrate the potential of contourlet transform in the application of defect detection on pavement distress images.
CONTOURLET TRANSFORM
For one-dimensional (1-D) piecewise smooth signals wavelets is a good tool, because it provides an optimal representation for these signals in a certain sense. The wavelet representation is amenable to efficient algorithms; in particular it leads to fast transforms and convenient tree data structures. However, natural images are not simply stacks of 1-D piece-wise smooth lines; discontinuity points are typically located along smooth curves owing to smooth boundaries of physical objects. As a result of a separable extension from 1-D bases, wavelets in two-dimensional are good at isolating the discontinuities at edge points, but will not "see" the smoothness along the contours. Separable wavelets can capture only limited directional information-an important and unique feature of multidimensional signals. These disappointing behaviors indicate that more powerful representation is necessary in higher dimensions.
In 2002, Minh N. Do and Martin Vetterli [9] proposed contourlet transform for obtaining sparse expansions for typical images having smooth contours. Contourlet transform is a double filter bank structure which contains two parts: the Laplacian pyramid (LP) [10] which is firstly used to capture the point discontinuities, and a directional filter bank (DFB) [11] then used to link point discontinuities into linear structures which forms contour segments. (see Fig. 1 ).
For each input image x, LP decomposition at each level generates a down sampled low pass version c of the original image and a band pass image ddifference between the original x and its prediction p. The LP decomposition is shown in Fig. 2 , where H and G are one-dimensional low pass analysis and synthesis filters respectively, M is the sampling matrix. After LP decomposition, the band pass image d is processed by the DFB stage. Under certain regularity conditions, the lowpass synthesis filter G in the iterated LP defines a unique scaling function that satisfies the following two-scale equation (1) Let (2) then the family is orthonormal which forms an approximation subspace V j at the scale 2 j . {V j } j Z provides a sequence of multiresolution nested subspaces , where V j is associated with a uniform grid of intervals 2 j ∞ 2 j that characterizes image approximation at scale 2 j .
The difference images live in the subspace W j which is the orthogonal complement of V j in V j−1 , that is, V j−1 = V j ⊕ W j . Now the LP can be considered as an oversampled filter bank where each polyphase component of the difference image, together with the coarse image, comes from a separate filter bank channel. Let F i (z),0 ≤ i ≤ 3 be the synthesis filters for these polyphase
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Since the multiscale and directional decomposition stages are decoupled in the discrete contourlet transform, we can have a different number of directions at different scales which offering a flexible multiscale and directional expansion. Moreover, the full binary tree decomposition of the DFB in the contourlet transform can be generalized to arbitrary tree structures, which is similar to the wavelet packets generalization of the wavelet transform. The 
decomposition result is a family of directional multiresolution expansions, which we call contourlet packets. Fig. 3 shows examples of possible frequency decompositions by the contourlet transform and contourlet packets. In particular, contourlet packets allow finer angular resolution decomposition at any scale or direction, at the cost of spatial resolution. Fig. 4 shows sequences of nonlinear approximated images at the finest detailed subspace W j using the wavelet and the contourlet transforms, respectively, for the input Peppers image. The wavelet scheme is seen to slowly 
, , Figure 4 . Sequence of images showing the nonlinear approximations of the Peppers image using M most significant coefficients at the finest detailed subspace W j , which is shared by both the wavelet and contourlet transforms.
capture contours by isolated "dots". By contrast, the contourlet scheme quickly refines contours by well-adapted "sketches". Thus, contourlet can use less coefficients to approach the curve than wavelets, and can provide the more sparse representation, especially to the images which consist of abundant edge and strong texture.
DETECTION ALGORITHM OF ROAD CRACKS IN CONTOURLET DOMAIN
As described above, contourlet is a double filter bank structure for obtaining sparse expansions for typical images having smooth contours. In particular, contourlets have elongated supports at various scales, directions, and aspect ratios. in this paper, it is used to detect the damaged part of the pavement images. Firstly LP is used for edge detection, and then DFB for contour segment detection. The latter step is similar to the popular Hough transform for line detection in computer vision. The detail of algorithm for extracting of damaged road cracks which base on image enhancement algorithm in contourlet domain is described as follows.
Step 1: Input the original image of damaged roads with cracks, convert the original image to grayscale image, perform median filtering and average filtering. Do inverting colors for stressing cracks. Give prominence to cracks by smoothed operator and obtain the crack image with edges and texture orientations and noise.
Step 2: Execute Contuorlet transforming of the crack image. In first level delete some detail coefficients, for example, absolute value of whom is less than 30. These coefficients represent noise. In second level amplify some directional bank coefficients at variety of directions. Field of amplifying is 3 to 8. If the absolute value of coefficient is larger than 50, then the coefficient is multiplied by 3. If the absolute value of coefficient is larger than 30 or less than 50, then the coefficient is multiplied by 8. If the absolute value of coefficient is larger than 20 or less than 30, then the coefficient is multiplied by 6. Delete the coefficients those absolute value of whom is less than 20.
Step 3: Synthesize the coefficients in each level; Execute reverse Contuorlet transforming and do binarization processing.
Step 4: Extract cracks by smoothed operator and expanding the binary image of cracks.
Step 5: Enclose the location of the crack in the original image.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments in this paper is implemented in Matlab environment. The damaged road images are 24-bit color images with size of 256*256 pixels. The experiment parameters are selected as follows: the number of decomposed levels is 3, the pyramidal filter is '9-7', the directional filter is 'pkva'. Fig. 5(a) is an original color image of damaged road. After grayscale conversion, median filtering, average filtering and anti-color processing, the results are Fig. 5(b), (c), (d) and (e) respectively. Fig. 5(f) shows the key coefficients of contourlet transformation. Fig. 5(g) shows the smoothing result. After binarization and expansion processing we identify locations of road cracks. White position means the place of cracks or damaged areas, while black position denotes ordinary road area. Fig. 5(h) shows the location of the crack in the original image. (Fig.  6(a) ) and wavelet ( Fig. 6(b) ) hard-thresholding on the road image. The contourlet transform is shown to be more effective in recovering smooth contours, both visually as well as in PSNR.
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Comparing the wavelet scheme with the contourlet scheme, we see that the improvement of the contourlet scheme can be attributed to the grouping of nearby wavelet coefficients, since they are locally correlated due to the smoothness of the contours. Therefore, we can obtain a sparse expansion for natural images by first applying a multiscale transform, followed by a local directional transform to gather the nearby basis functions at the same scale into linear structures.
In order to verify the validity of our method, we do simulative experiments to a large number of road damaged images. The experimental result testifies that our method can locate road cracks accurately. The Table 1 lists more results of contrast enhancement of three road crack pavements using different methods.
Because it's prominent to be "singular linear" on the road damage images, ridgelet scheme is also suitable for detection of crack of damaged road images. But obvious "block effect" also can be observed when the coefficient is Table 1 , "√" stands for good effect; "~" is average ; "∞" is poor.
magnified too much in Radon transform domain. There is no "block effect" which can be observed when you adopt contourlet scheme.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we present a detection algorithm of road crack in several directions and each layer on contourlet domain. First, we do some preprocessings on the original road crack images, which improves the differentiation of gray level on the "highlight" areas (non-crack area) and "low dark" areas (the crack line) of the image. Then, we do contourlet transform on the preprocessed images and do a comprehensive treatment on the high-pass component in all directions after the transform. Contourlet transform provides a sparse expansion for the images having smooth crack contours. We use these coefficients of the component as features of road cracks in an image, which to some extent plays a function of image denoising and smoothing. So the crack line can be extracted more accurately. The simulative results show that the algorithm has a very good antiinterference and robustness. We could extract the crack edges accurately for different road images. It will provide high-quality basis for the later detection of the cracks. It corresponds with the actual requirements of the road testing project.
